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Funds requested
Gov. Arch A. Moore Jr.
Another bill introduced in the
named education "the biggest Legislature Thursday by Sens.
challenge" to West Virginia Robert R. Nelson, D-Cabell and
Thursday in his annual State of Wayne, and Si Galperin Jr., Dthe State message before the Kanawha, would expand the
state legislature.
Board of Regents with the
Gov. Moore asked fund in- addition of one student and one
creases for several education faculty member in voting
programs which affect Mar- capacities.
shall, West Virginia University
The bill would authorize the
and other state colleges:
governor to appoint one student
--A $12 million fund increase from a list of one nominee each
submitted by the student
for the Board of Regents.
government of each state
--A thorough study of a university and college. The
community college system.
faculty member would be ap--A $4.5 million boost to the pointed from a list of one
West Virginia University nominee each submitted by the
Medical Center.
faculty of each state institution.

•
Last day to register
Registration is today for
students whose schedules were
rejected during preregistration.
Approximately 800 students
were notified by letter of their
schedule rejections and were
instructed to report to
Gullickson Hall handball court
today between 8 a.m. and 3:30
p.m. These students were
assured of receiving a second
semester schedule without
having to return for regular
registration.

Saturday begins Marshall's
first four-day study period
which runs through Tuesday.
Regularly scheduled final
examinations begin Wednesday
and run through Jan. 23. Final
grades are due in the
Registrar's Office Jan. 25.
Regular registration for
second semester will be Jan. 2930.

Second semester begins Feb.
1 with late registration running
Feb. 2-3.

Tickets still problem
Another chapter has been
added to the issue of student
seating at home basketball
games of the Thundering Herd
in response to student complaints, according to Dr.
Constantine W. Curris, director
of student personn_el programs.
Dr. Curris said, '$the shortage
of tickets for students to attend
home basketball games is a
very serious problem which
demands immediate attention.
The proposals which I have seen
; are focused on eliminating
. abuses in the present system.
Efforts have been proposed to
keep non-students out of student
sections, to prevent the misuse
of student identification and
activity cards, and guest
tickets.
"These efforts are good, but
are inadequate. They do not
COJile to grasp with the critical
problem of insufficient seats.

"Marsha)] has grown, and the
student seating has not. There is
no excuse for turning away
hundreds of students in order
for athletic supporters to attend
home games.
"Immediately needed are 300
to 500 additional seats for
students. These seats should
come from reserved sea ts
which have not been purchased
by season ticket holders.
"The Intercollegiate Athletic
Program is primarily for the
benefit of students, and Marshall's first responsibility is to
meet student needs.
"The idea of students going to
Gullickson Hall to watch games
01; closed-drcuit television is
something I do not favor .
Students should go to the game,
and if anyone goes to Gullickson
Hall to watch television--it
should be supporters other than
students."

Parthenon photo by Patti Kipp

ZZZZ.Zzz

Jean Wellman, Logan freshman, falls asleep in the middle of
studying as final week approaches. Sometimes a textbook can be
the world's most effective sleeping pill.

•
•
'Fund' contributions 1ncreas1ng
Marshall University
Memorial Fund has received
$203,988.41 in contributions as of
Jan. 12, according to Richard
Vass,
assistant
finance
director.
Vass also stated that this
figure does not include receipts
from the November 28 "Night of
Stars," or a $50,000 donation
from Carroll Rosenbloom,

Last issue
This will be the last issue
of The Parthenon the first
semester. The Parthenon
will not publish during final
week but will continue
publication Feb. 2.

owner of the Baltimore Col ts
football team.
Also not included in the total
is a contribution made Wednesday by Pepsi Cola. The
amount received was $800,
according to Dr. Donald K.
Carson , assistant to the
president.
,
In general, "the memoria1
fund is to serve the immediate

Meetings set on
WMUL disputes
By TONY RUTHERFORD

Relations diredor
not approved
The appointment of a MU
student relations director has
not been approved yet by the
Board of Regents as reported by
The Parthenon Wednesday.
According to Dr. Constantine
W. Curris, director of student
personnel programs, the
decision should come within the
next week.
The Parthenon reported Lt.
Col. Marvin E. Billups as the
new director after a misunderstandin_g.

and long range human needs of
the families of the crash victims," according to Lake Polan,
Jr., president of the Marshall
University Foundation, Ind.
The foundation has announced that further contributions may be made to the
Marshall University MemQrial
Fund, in care of the Marshall
University Foundation, Inc.

Staff reporter

Further
meetings
are
scheduled between WMUL
administrative personnel and
student staff members in an
effort to resolve a dispute over
the operation of the campus
radio station.
Regis Tucci, chairman of a
group of petitioners who had
threatened to discontinue
programming if meetings were
not held between station advisors and student staff
members, said "things are
going pretty well."
Thursday, members of the

newly formed WMUL Student
Board met with Terry M.
Hollinger, general manager
WMUL-TV, WMUL-FM and
closed circuit television; Dr.
Stephen D. Buell, director of
educational television and
radio, and Dean Sturm, WMUL
station manager . Another
meeting is scheduled for 9 a . m .
today .
According to Dr. Buell, there
"will be further meetings, and
the students now understand
some of the limitations they are
facing. The committments
Marshall made to the Federal
Communications Commission
for the station will permit only
some small adjustments."

Editors are named

'

7

CHUCK LANDON

MARTI VOGEL

Sports editor

Managing editor

Gary Ramsey, Huntington
senior, has been named editorin-chief. of The Parthenon for
second semester by the faculty
of the Department of Journalism .
Ramsey , a journalism major
and news editor of the student
newspaper, succeeds Wayne
Faulkner , Hurricane junior .
Faulkner will continue on the
staff as a news editor .
Continuing as managing
editor will be Marti Vogel ,
Beckley senior . Charles Landon ,
South
Charl eston
sophomore, was named sports
editor .
P icture editor is Denise
Gibson, Hurricane jun ior .

Kathy
McGinnis,
South
Charleston sophomore and Jim
Foy, Huntington junior, were
named assistant sports editors .
Other news editors include:
John Wilson, Milton junior ;
Becky Dial, Huntington junior ;
Angela Dodson, Chesapeake, W.
Va . sophomore; John Womack ,
Nitro sophomore, and Tommie
Denny, Nitro senior . ·
Dr.
Thomas
McCoy;
assistant, professor of journalism and The Parthenon
adviser ,
announced
appointments Thursday . He said
applications were acce_pted
from students in or interested in
journalism and each was given
a personal interview .

GARY RAMSE Y

E ditor

•
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Good.
M(oroin.g
Weather
CLOUDY WITH a chance of snow flurries
today is predicted by National Weather
Service. Temperature will be in 30's.

Today
MEMORIAL to Martin Luther King will be
held at 3 p.m. in the Campus Christian Center.
SOUTH HALL will sponsor a TGIF from 6
p.m. to 10 p.m. at the Electric Underground.
Room keys must be presented at the door.
TGIF for residents of Hodges Hall will be held
from 2 p.m. till 5:30 p.m. at the Woody. Room
keys must be presented at the door.
RIMERS OF ELDRIDGE continues at 8:15
p.m. in Old Main Auditorium.
APPROXIMATELY 70 work study students
are needed to work for regular registration
Jan. 29-30. Interested students should pick up
forms in the Financial Aid office.

Saturday
BASKETBALL GAME with Morris Harvey at
8:15 p.m. at Morris Harvey.
KAPPA ALPHA ORDER will have their
annual Convivium celebration at the Gateway
Motel for cocktail hour and banquet and
formal at Hullabaloo Club.

FRANICLYSPEAKING bv Phil Flank

ff I

An Editorial

Wishes for MU_.

At the risk of sounding and
being corny on my last day as
editor, I will now (in all my
wisdom) write an editorial like I
have been wanting to all
semester.
If I had some wishes for
Marshall University on my outgoing day they would be:
That Dr. John G. Barker
keeps his door open to all
students and not become too
deeply settled in the high-back
l@ather chair.
That Marshall will soon have
its athletic staff.
That the athletic committee
will truly be concerned with
developing the best possible
athletic program, not one that
will sit up on its hind legs to the
committee.
That Mr. Myers and Dr.
Curris will get together and
make up their minds on a
housing policy for fraternities
and sororities.
That action will be taken on
the non-recognition policy for
campus organizations.
That Marshall will soon have
beer on campus .
That Marshall's student
government will stop being a
clique so that other industrious
students can get into the club
located on the second floor of
the student union.
That the new student center
will be open very soon.
That the Student Conduct and
Welfare Committee will find

something to do besides find
faults with Greeks.
That the Student Conduct and
Welfare Committee will become
more of a cross section of the
campus.
That Parthenon reporters can
get into committee meetings of
the administration so that
students may form their
opinions before its too late to do

so.
That black students will
finally have some facilities at
their center.
That certain well-meaning
people do not maximize the
racial situation on campus.
That Marshall will go to the
NIT this year.
That we will soon be playing

wvu.

That someday there will be
ample parking for commuting
students.
That we will receive funds for
classroom space and library
materials as well as athletic
facilities.
That students will stop going
home every weekend (this is
especially aimed at Kanawha
County students) and take an
interest in your campus.
That students will realize that
there are more serious racial
problems than Dixie or the
Confederate flag--like real
racial
affronts:
housing
discrimination,
job
discrimination, discrimination
in campus organizations, and

AOOVT YOUR TRANSFUNT /fJ 111£
'11JteJT HfAt.,Tfi ceJTBR. !... :,_~~~7
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AN INTERPRETATION

Health center is deficient
By ROGER DYER
Staff reporter

What is the future of the Student Health
Center? Will it be able to grow and meet the
needs of the University or will it stagnate in
the basement corner of Gullickson Hall?
These are the questions and problems that
face Dr. Russell P. Hall, director of the health
center.
The health center is deficient in equipment,
available space, and the size of the staff.
While the health center is lacking in expensive equipment such as x-ray machines, _it
is also lacking in items that can be found m
almost any doctor's office.
The biggest single factor that hinders the
progress of the health center is its location.
The only way it can grow at all in its present
location is to take in the room now being used
as a faculty dressing room.
Dr. Hall has done much in the short time he
has been here. He has implimented plans and
changes that have greatly increased the
services of the center.
His addition has made longer the hours that
a physician is on duty . He has added student
assistants to help with clerical work, changed
the offices around to provide more useable

·rec

LACK OF BLACK FACULTY
MEMBERS.
That the West Virginia Board
of Regents will realize that
there is more than one school in
the state.
That Charleston will realize
that the Midway Airport is the
best choice.
That Marshall administrators
will stop telling us that
everything important is "off the
record."
That The Parthenon will get a
budget increase,
That Marshall will get a
budget increase.
That MU students will carry
their spirit with them through
several athletic seasons.
That the Et Cetera staff let
more outsiders contribute to
their magazines.
That all the Mokie Bears will
stay together.
That someone will read this
editorial.
That someone or something
will end this damn war we're in.
That Impact '71 will be
successful and that Huntington
people will keep their noses out
of it.
That the Artists Series will
improve with more emphasis on
the contemporary.
That this editorial will accomplish something.
Peace, from The Parthenon.

space and has led in getting an ambulance for
the University.
He has done about as much as can be done
under the present physical and financial
conditions.
The Shawkey Student Union building is
large enough to handle the growing needs for
many years. It is in the center of activity on
campus and is easily accesible by ambulance,
without a flight of stairs in the way.

The building is sound and is constructed in
such a way that it could be remodeled much
more cheaply than other buildings on campus.

The American Health Association
recommends one full time physician for each
2,000 students. The Gullickson Hall location,
even with modification and taking in locker
rooms could scarcely meet the space
requirements needed now if this standard is
followed .
Dr. Hall believes the present location, with
modifications, could be used possibly five
years. Why not plan ahead and use the funds
it would take to remodel the present health
center and use them to make a health center
that can be expanded to meet future needs of
the students?

Board may coordinate activiti·es
A motion was passed at
Tuesday night's Student Senate
meeting that could change the
entire scope of social activities
as Homecoming and Winter
Weekend.
The motion calls for the
establishment of a Student
Government Activities Board
which will coordinate and
execute the programs presently
budgeted through the Social
Affairs Commission of Student
Government.
Sen. Joe Lazear, Pittsburgh,
Pa. junior, said that the Board
was written up by Rich Dunfee,
Wheeling senior and past social
affairs commissioner, and he
added that Dunfee deserves
most of the credit for the idea .
Lazear said in the past Social
Affairs had to work with too
rigid a budget and the

possibilities of an unex- on campus sponsored by difgroups
need
perienced program director ferent
exist although it hasn't hap- organization .
He added that the institution
pened in the last two years.
Composition of the Activities of a social calendar to make
Board is listed as a chairman, sure programming does not
who shall serve as a liaison ~9Jlflict was an idea too.
between the Board and the
Lazear said that before the
administrative. and legislative Activities Board, Social Affairs
branches of Student Govern- had a specific budget for each
ment, a vice-chairman to assist activity. Under this system they
and serve in the absence of the will have in theory the entire
chairman, program coor- budget of $25,000 to spend on a
dinators to implement the single program if they want.
programs assigned to them, a This will enable them to spend
secretary to keep minutes of the more money on each act and try
meetings, and a publicity to work on a profit motive.
chairman to regulate ad He added that we will still
vertising.
Also listed in the Activities have four basic programs but if
Board is an All-Activities Board there is any money left over it
can be used for other
which Lazear said was an idea programming or added to the
tossed around last summer .•'l'he
idea behind it is that activities i\ctivity Board fund.

■
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Has no control over decisions which directly affed students

Student Govemment
By NEAL BORGMEYER

Traditional student governments have been unions of
students who, operating under a
common contract or constitution, fashioned a vehicle
through which they sought to
make decisions which would
effect their lives.
However, generally these
organizations were only effective in matters in which the
administration and faculty had
no real concern. Any, more
pervasive decision which called
for the involvement of the other
elements as functional agencies,
tended to place the students in
an entirely subordinate role.
They therefore, had to rely
completely upon their powers of
persuasion to attain their goals
since they had no actual vote
and, though it did not always
prove to be the rule, many times
their voices were only listened
to because of the benevolence of
their institutional superiors.
For example, students could
decide among themselves very
easily that a rule was obsolete
by using the system of student

government, but before they
could attain their goal they first
had to find a sympathetic administrator to recommend it to
university officials . Once this
step had been completed they
merely had to wait for a
decision; a decision which did
not necessarily have to take the
students into account at all.
Though genuine attempts
were probably made by the
ad~i_nistrators, their inability
(arismg from their lack of
communication with students!
to understand student needs
understandably led to denials .
This, in turn, added to the
students' feelings of futility and
impotence in making decisions
which effected their own lives.
Such was the dilemma under
which the Marshall University
Student Government operated.
However, within the last two
years we have witnessed the
institution of a new concept in
student effectiveness; student
membership on student-faculty
committees.
The reasons for these changes
came from various sources, but
had a common solution; in-

Feature writer

"It's mostly a supporting
role," said Maxine Dayton
Barker when considering her
position as the wife of a newly
appointed university president.
To support her husband in his
ideas and policies as president
is most important, but knowing
the people at Marshall
University and helping them
know her family is a major
responsibility, too, she said.
She hopes to do this by informal entertaining and simply
'.'wandering -around the campus."
Mrs. Barker considers herself
a native West Virginian since
she was born and attended
elementary sehool in Kyser, W.
Va. Her family then moved to
Narrows, Va.
She
graduated
from
Shenandoah Conservatory of
Music in Winchester, Va., and
she and Dr. Barker now have
two daughters, Kris, 15, and
Adrienne, 11.
"Kris and Adrienne are very
excited about moving to Huntington," said Mrs . Barker.
"They are looking forward to
meeting new people."
A further attraction to the
Barker daughters is the attic in
the president's house at Marshall, she said. They are an-

However, it should also be noted
that in some instances it has led
to increased restriction and loss
of academic freedom rather
than the desired opposite result .
The concept and practice of
student participation , with
voice and vote, is in its infant
stages and, as can be expected,
growing pains are being experienced.
Joseph Drummond, Huntington senior and Commissioner of Administrative
Affairs, who is responsible for
the activities of students apAn interpretation pointed
to the committees
participation .
This
was relates some difficulties
demonstrated by the In- already encountered.
"Student participation in the
dependent Student Party (ISP)
various standing committees is
party platform of 1969.
Finally, because of increased obviously quite limited. For
student activism, which oc- example, academic planning
casionally resulted in physical and standards committee has
violence, many administrators eight faculty members and only
felt that an increase in student one student member; physical
participation would result in a facilities and planning committee has eight faculty
decrease in campus turmoil.
While the last reason seems members and only two student
hardly as responsible as the members; student conduct and
others it does appear to have welfare has six faculty memdone the most to further the bers, two administrators and
cause of student participation . four students."

ticipating decorating it and
turning it into "a pad--althougll
I think that word is outdated
isn't it?"
Mrs. Barker has seen the
president's house only from the
exterior while visiting Huntington with her husband at
Thanksgiving. She considers it
"very nice" and "wonderful
that it is so close to campus."
Dr. Barker, who has seen the
interior of the house, was "very
impressed," and Mrs. Barker is
sure she will like it too.
Atlanta has been the Barker
home for two and a half years .
"Because of its size, you don't
get to meet many people in
Atlanta, but Huntington looked
like a marvelous size."
"We have not set a definite
date for moving, but we hope to
as quickly as possible. My
husband is an educational
consultant for many colleges
and universities, and there are
things he will have to do before
leaving. We don't want to leave
loose ends.

chance to talk to students and
hear their opinions," she said.
"I'm terribly optimistic,"
said Mrs. Barker when
discussing college unrest.
"There will be problems--you
can't escape them. But with an
q>en mind you can meet them."
She said she was very happy
and excited when her husband
was
appointed
Marshall
University president. "We are
campus oriented, and both he
and I are very excited about
students. We look forward to
meeting the students and
faculty at Marshall."

"It's difficult to put into
words .. .I have a very warm
feeling for students," said Mrs.
Barker. She enjoys talking to
students and probably will take
classes at Marshall.
"I like being in the classroom
with students, and I like more
informal classes. It gives me a

***jrlt_******jrk**jrk*
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Beginning this Sunday, "Super Bowl Sunday"
Sermon Topic: "Jesus Christ Superstar"
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SATURDAYEVENINGAT5p.m.
SUNDAYMORNINGAT10a.m.
SUNDAY EVENINGAT5p.m.
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At Campus Christian Centl!r Chapel

.

To contact Father Scott, Pastor
Marshall Catholic Community,
call or visit Paulist Penthouse
1610 Six!~s~~~a Apt. 11

power

creased student participation .
One factor which aided in the
transition was the popularizing
of the university community
concept. Basically, it holds that
all elements, administration ,
faculty and students are
members of a community and
that all should partake in
decision making which effect
th~ community .
Responsible arguments
advanced by students in their
own behalf also led to their

Mrs. Barker converses
By GRACE JANE MOORE

lacks

Drummond
further
illustrated practical problems
arising from this percentage of
participation. "I personally
have attended meetings of some
of these committees and have
seen student members expressings student opinions
literally buried under a barrage
of negative replies."
He concludes that, "with such
tiny representation, student
opinion apparently has little
influence on the committees ."
However, early que,stionnaires answered by chairmen of
these committees indicated that
the quality of the student
representation often left
something to be desired. The
complaints usually centered
around the una ttendance of

students at the committee
meetings .
This deficient area , Drummond reports, "has recently
shown a marked improvement"
due to "the improvement in the
quality of student membership."
To attempt to rectify this
seeming tokenism Drummond
sights two directions student
government may take. "The
first is to seek increased student
membership in order to gain a
reasonable degree of power and
influence and also to allow the
expression of diversified
student viewpoints when the
overall student opinion is
divided."
This alternative assumes that
forceful, dynamic and perceptive student members are
appointed. Here is perhaps one
practical function of student
government; to serve as a
resource pool from which the
students are selected.
"The other option," Drum-·
mond says, "is the university
senate, which, if properly
organized, would give balanced
control between students and
faculty over nearly every
area."
The university senate concept•
is the logical conclusion in the
evolution of student participation. Although it was
chosen as a long term goal of
the present student government
administration and is, ideally,
the most progressive system, it
should also be the most difficult
to attain under existing
university policy structures.
For, in order for the system to
be incorporated, present major
university decision making
bodies would have to voluntarily surrender their power a
supreme inprobability .
;1

CASH
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Ways of handicapped learnt
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By MOLLIE YOUNG
Feature writer

Have you noticed a group of blindfolded students
with canes being led around campus? Don't be
alarmed, this is an activity of Miss Revonda A.
Abbott's womens adaptive physical education
course.
According to Miss Abbott, the course teaches
students how to handle different situations they
may come in contact while teaching exceptional
children in secondary sc111:>ols . The various activities of the course make the student aware of the
handicaps that some of their future students may
have to cope with.
Each of the students develop a unit in which they
are interested. Developing a unit on the blind, one
student divided the class in half. One half was
blindfolded and the others led them around the
tennis courts by the womens gym .
The blindfolded students, after returning to the
gym, played two games that were designed particularly for the blind. They then reversed their
roles . Miss Abbott said, "This provided the students
with an insight into what the blind have to face and

cope with every day ."
According to Miss Abbott the course teaches how
to spot different handicaps and illnesses in their
early stages. Very often the teacher is one of the
first to spot such things as failing eyesight and to
recognize symptoms of other illnesses.
She said, "An important facet of adaptive
physical education is to build programs for such
exceptional children as wheel chair, cerebral
palsey students, or any student that is not considered normal." Instead of letting them sit on the
sideline they may take an active part in a special
program .
The course also instructs how to construct
programs to rebuild the endurance of the child who
may have been ill , perhaps from influenza, and just
returned to school.
"Adaptive phys. Ed. is one of the most practical
courses taught," said Miss Abbott. It is a relaxed
course and students learn from observation ."
It teaches some of the basic ways of determining
a mentally disturbed child. It also provides instruction for operation of the special equipment that
can be used for exceptional children.
Students in Miss Abbott's class have developed

units on the emotion2
student exhibited abno1
putation, the students be
do everyday tasks ; knef
how to tape the knee for
defects and mental ret
Even though special e
areas, it is still impo
education for those stud
according to Miss Abbc
A cerebral palsy stuc
related to them what
program would be for
Miss Abbott said, "Pl
started out as a bra
physical therapy . It
allocated for the rehi
veterans.
"One of the biggest i
experiencing the feeli~
the affects that their c
had on them." They hi
negative. They see wha
in the field and realize
same way.

Curris reviews 'hectic semester'
By CHARLES FERGUSON
Feature writer

· "The Nov. 14 jetliner tragedy was the most
crucial time we experienced this semester," says
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, director of student
personnel programs .
Dr. Curris placed the crash at the top of his list of
a wrap up of events this semester, and added "a
major incident after an intramural football game in
which three students were seriously wounded, the
Fourth Avenue disturbance Oct. 8, and the bomb
scare incidents which practically immobilized the
University at a point in this semester."
"All in all it has been a fairly hectic semester, and
I am very pleased to have completed some projects
which this office set out to finish when classes began
in September," Dr. Curris said.
He explained the Office of Student Personnel
Programs is the major link of students with the
University, "and we just could not let unfortunate
incidents paralyze us . After all, the events that
hapeened concerned students in many, many ways,
and 1_>ur main purpose is to be of service to students
and to benefit their educational pursuits."
Dr. Curris said one main item his office wanted to
see accomplished this semester was the development and expansion of a student health center.
"I am very pleased with the progress thus far
with the health center, and I am very sanguine
about its future developments ."
He expressed confidence in the center's new
director , and said that another item remains on the
agenda there--<:oming up with a suitable health
insurance plan for students .
Dr. Curris explained work is being done on that
project, "but as yet we just haven't been able to
come up with a plan for a reasonable amount of
money."
Another item Dr. Curris said was " particularly
beneficial fo Marshall was the granting of a $90,000
in federal funds during the summer for the
development of a program of special services for
students who experience academic and personal
difficulty."
"At least in this office, we have moved away from
tokenism in student representation to the actual
involvement in analysis and policy decisions," Dr.
Curris says of a third area which hl:! considers a
highlight of this semester.
"I feel students now believe they have a major
voice on various groups and committees," Dr.
Curris said. He pointed out such examples as the
Financial Aid Advisory Committee, Student
Relations Search Committee, and a search committee planning activities at the new student center.
"I am very happy with the part this office played
in the expansion of an intramural program at
Marshall. This is the first time the University has
given intramural programs and other forms of
recreation status on this campus," Dr. Curris said.
Dr. Curris explained another area of satisfaction
through his office is "the straightening out of
serious problems in student financial aid."
He said, "We have worked this year on a new
system which has increased help nearly 30 per cent
ovPr last year."

However, all is not rosy with the director of
student personnel programs.
Dr. Curris said "few people actually realize what
the absence of a president means to Marshall."
He said the president of a university "sets the
tone and is a symbol of progress . He is inspirati_onal

as well as managerial, and propels people to action
as he paves the way to success ."
"Dr . Donald N. Dedmon has done an admirable
job, but there is a difference between acting and
fulltime presidents ."
Dr. Curris said "a great deal of red tape exists at
the University and adds to bureaucratic ideas."
"Compound all this with personal political
maneuvers on the part of some University individuals, and effecting change arid making
progress at Marshall becomes very difficult," Dr.
Curris said.
~
"The absence of a president has precluded action-hopefully favorable--upon two policy changes
recommended nearly a year ago," Dr. Curris explained.
He said the two policy changes still in the air
involve the relationship of the University to student
organizations, and the development of a reasonable
beer policy to allow the sale of beer in the new
student center set for completion this spring.
Dr. Curris said, "This office has experienced
some frustrations in facilitating progress in the
areas of civil rights and human relations."
He explained " the University is in a sense the
head of a community at large when it comes to
changing attitudes and eliminating personal
prejudices as well as institutional racism ."
Dr. Curris said, "I feel a real sense of frustration
at times over these areas , and at other times I feel
HELPLESSNESS ."

Another negative attitude of Dr. Curris is the
delay in completion of the student center.
He said, "We should already have been in the
center. We have put a tremendous amount of work
into it, and still it is a few months from completion ."
Dr. Curris said, "Insufficient funds have been
provided Marshall to operate and meet student
needs."
"Of special concern is an allocation to the
counseling center and the student employee
program," Dr. Curris said.
"The North Central Association placed Marshall
on private probation two years ago because it was
critical of counselor shortage at the center," Dr.
Curris explained, "and two years later, we have
made very little progress in meeting that need. "
"The University has been provided less money
this year than last to finance the student employe
pr09Pam. Several positions could not be filled
because of insufficient funds ," Dr. Curris said.
The first semester of the 1970-71 school term saw
the director of student personnel programs explaining student policies which have appeared in
the student hanbdook , confronting students in the
Oct. 8 disturbance, helping to explain steps for a
clearly-defined search and seizure policy at Marshall after an alleged " bust" at Hodges Hall,
releasing a report on equal job chances at Marshall,
and being in the middle of possible bomb threat
hearings.

DR. CONSTANTINE W. CURRIS
Director of student personnel programs

Other action saw the office being involved in a
new Student Advisory Committee formed to advise
Dr. Curris.
"All in all it has been a fairly hectic semester, but
we did not let unfortunate incidents paralyze us ,"
says Dr. Curris.

•
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These projects may have
taken the form of research
papers and/ or original creative
efforts, in media of sculpture,
film, and collage. "Hopefully
they will prove expressive of an
increased insight of the part of
each individual into the nature
of "Modernism" and his
relationship to it," Thorn said.
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ERIC THORN HEADS PROGRAM

Honors seminar defines modernism

~i
~

"Modernism ."
The diversity of speakers
from eight different disciplines
provided the basis on which the
individual members of the
seminar could arrive at personal
interpretations
of
"Modernism ."

Thorn further explained that
next semester's work in the
Honors Seminar will endeavor
to utilize the first semester's
work as a background against
which more specific problems
of the present world may be
explored.
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What happened to campus SOS?
By CHARLES FERGUSON
Feature writer
What has happened to the
Marshall Chapter of Students
for a Democratic Society?
Nearly two years ago SDS
worked for and was extended a
very controversial University
recognition. Now the SDS is one
of 36 campus organizations
which did not file for University
recognition this fall , according
to Dr. Constantine W. Curris,
director of student personnel
programs.
.
Dr. Curris explained there
ar~ two reasons a group would
fail to submit recognition applications .
"Either
the
organization is defunct, or no
longer wishes lo be recognized
by the UniverSlty," Dr. Curris
said.
Concerning SDS, Dr. Curris
said, "I don't think there is an
organized chapter at the time,
although the feelings and values
of the group do exist at Marshall."
In searching for an organized
SDS chapter at Marshall,
varied replies are received , and
sometimes no answer at all .
One contact said he felt
someone else should give any
information to the questions
asked. Some hopeful contacts
• were unable to be r~ached by
telephone, and the whereabouts
of two former members affiliated with the group last year
could not be ascertained.
The matter of University
recognition for SDS reached its
climax on March 11 , 1969.
Dr. Roland H. Nelson Jr., who
resigned as Marshall president
shortly after the close of the
school term last year, at that
time approved that SDS be
granted University recognition .
This was completed in the
midst of a considerable amount
of controversy . On one hand,
Dr . Nelson said he had names of
700 Marshall students advocating SDS recognition, and
on the other hand, the former
president pointed out he had
received petitions from several
Huntingtpn groups in opposition .
Nevertheless, o,n March 11,
1969 , Dr . Nelson approved
recognition of SDS and said :

"One views the letters and
suggestions as indicating interest, but internal matters
have to be decided by those
responsible for the decisions in
the University community ."
He also explained that
recognition of any campus
groups, including SDS, does not
necessarily mean a sanction of
the
principles
of
the
organization .

It was reported that several
Huntington groups and citizens
were against SDS recognition
because they felt the group
stood for various forms of
violence.
Dr. Nelson said, "there is
nothing in the SDS charter
which indicates the advocacy of
illegal acts or violence."
Membership was limited to
Marshall students, faculty, and

staff.
Dr. Curris, who came to
Marshall in July, 1969, as
director of student personnel
programs, said,. "there's a
place on campus for political
organizations of varying
philosophies."
" I saw nothing negative or
disruptive of its presence. It
brought about a poli\ical
viewpoint which stimulated

inquiries and debate."
Evidence of the presence of
"the feelings and values" which
Dr. Curris said "do exist at
Marshall" can be seen through
SDS literature distributed on
campus at various times .
But what has happened to the
organized and recognized SDS
chapter at Marshall?

We've Moved
to 527 20th Street
well stocked with
all art supplies

[iolumbia
[l!Jaint and Decorating
Senter
phone 529-3094
free parking
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Building plans submitted

say it

with Flowers
By LESLIE FLOWERS

By the end of a semester a student can really call his
books his own. They've slept on his shelf all semester and
he has personalized them with countless names, addresses and phone numbers, itemized shopping lists,
coffee stains and what have you.
Some students are only too happy to rid themselves of
these "storehouses" of knowledge and gleefully toss them
out of windows or into trash cans or other cans at the end
of the semester.
But equal time must be given the student who has more
feeling for his text and is a bit touched (only a bit, mind
you) when the time comes to give up the book (the curing
of his melancholy, however, is directly proportional to the
resale price of the book.) This student, in fact, may be so
touched that he would be inspired to write:
"An Elegy to a Used Book"
Fair book, you seams are weary
And your coat is growing thin,
Though outer complexion belies your age
You've countless lines within.
From beginning to end you've got the stuff
That has made men wise
And the names and numbers inside your cover
Make a bachelor's paradise.
I found you long ago
A must at any cost,
Fate in the form of a booklist
Had caused our paths to cross.
I sturggled through your preface,
Though words were sweet and pure,
Last night I finished the intro;
How much can I endure'?
Now that finals are upon us
You've very much ahead,
111 wake with you in the morning
And stay with you 'til bed.
From cover to cover I'll read you
(That I had done it before!)
For Monarch apparently passed you by
So I must tackle the chore.
And when you job is finished
and your last page I have turned,
Please pray that on the test day
I'll remember what I've learned.
Then, at last you will be done
And thereafter we must part,
So I'll epitaph your very last page
From the bottom of my heart:
Fair book, you served me well
But never \}ery much,
I fear you've got some pages
That have missed my scholar's touch.
And though your virtues on one hand
I easily could count,
Let's hope that in the end you bring
A sizeable amount.

•••••••••

If you can tear yourself away from your books and/ or
beer this weekend go see the university production of
"Rimers of Eldritch."
Seeing it is like living a jigsaw puzzle--one of those
advanced ones with millions of little perfectlv cut oieces
tpat are so taxins to put together, but evoke such a
satisfying feeling of accomplishment and contentment
when assembled.
The players and vignettes are the perfectly cut pieces :
sbme are particularly outstanding, such as Karen Bowen
as Mary Winrod and Jim Lawhorn as Skelly Manor but all
are essential to complete the picture.
It's really a mind-bender and well worth seeing.

•••••••••

This is the last time I will be "saying it", as the creating
of my copious column is called around the Parthenon
office. It is also my last semester at Marshall as I am
about to enter the ranks of the graduate temporarily
unemployed (at least I hope temporarily.) Fortunately
the window of my sex shuts out the draft. Too bad it cannot
shut out the war.
As it is the privilege of a columnist to use the space
alotted her however·she wishes I would like to take this
opportunity to say farewell to all my friends, who are far
too numerous to list, of course. (It is also the privilege of a
columnist to be as smart aleck as she wants, especially in
her last column!)
I love you, Mokies and I can't thank you enough for the
fun times this semester . . .the basketball games, the
formals ... the mud on my shoes (and helping me find my
$%&'$% shoe in the #$"%&" mud) ... the Morbid Tabernacle Choir ... the parthafox singers ... the parties (we
ought to rename the paper the PARTYINGON) and just
being you (all). May the Mokies unite forevermore and
may peace reign eternally. I'll be seeing ya ...

By PAUL GILLETTE
Staff reporter

Plans for a new Teachers
College, Liberal Arts, and
School of Business buildings
have been submitted to the
Board of Regent for approval,
according to Joseph S. Soto,
vice president of business.
No cost or description of the
proposed buildings was given.
Soto also said plans for a new
· Science-Engineering complex
have been '1pproved, but there
are no funds immediately
available for construction.
According to Soto, it is up to the
Board of Regents to find the
money. The money comes from
the state's special capital improvement fund.
In the immediate future, Soto
said there are four tennis courts
and a new all-weather track to
be built. He gave no starting
date for construction.

Soto said the new multimillion
dollar student center should be
completed between the middle
of June and the middle of July.
The starting date for its
construction was March 21,
1969. Soto said the contractor
had 600 days to complete the
job. According to Soto the
construction has been plagued
with one strike after another.
Every craft involved in the job
has been on strike at one time or
another.
After construction had begun,
the Board of Regents authorized
addition of a coffee house in the
basement of the new center.
This set the completion date
back 30 days. According to Soto
about 115 days were lost
altogether.
The latest delay was due to
the Nov. 14 air crash. Soto said
that the construction workers
were off work the same time as
Marshall in mourning.

Soto said he did not know the
fate of the present Shawkey
Student Union or the old TV
building. He said the TV
building is scheduled to be
raised but now it will be used to
store the new furniture purchased for the new student
center.
The Main Cafeteria was
closed about a year and a half
ago for repairs according to
Soto. He said that the building
needed a new roof and repairs
to existing equipment as well as
some new equipment.
Soto also said there is
presently no "critical" need for
the cafeteria.
Soto said that at present,
Marshall has no plans for
buying anymore land for
building or parking spaces. The
lots being cleared on Third Ave.
across from the science
building and TV building are not
property of MU.

•
Gant reviews
year in office
By ANNA LAURA KOVICH
Feature writer

"I feel the biggest overall
accomplishment made during
my term of office has been the
advancement of student rights
and responsibilities," said
Michael Gant, student body
president and Huntington
junior.
"Student rights in certain
areas should have different
degrees of student power," he
said. "The amount of money
paid should be concomitant to
the amount of policy making
decisions. If students pay half
the cost of a program they
should have half control."
Gant said that students should
have at least two members on
every committee if only to give
a broader student opinion. He
felt that students should help
make the rules under which
they live though he didn't feel
students should have a majority
oo any standing committee.
Many accomplishments have
been made in advancing student

rights, Gant said. These include known; and the organization of
the judicial board, plans for a a University Senate.
publication board, havinf
"To a degree it has been a
student speakers at com- real handicap not having a
mencement, the Draft Council, president, especially before Dr.
and the Fire Arms Proposal.
Dedmon was made acting
Another is the two day Study president. Before that all
Period. "Many students are decisions were tabled. Since
unhappy with the Study Period then all decisions have taken
because the two days were not time but Dr. Dedmon has done a
cut from classes. It was a tremendous job considering the
compromise but it has to be that position he is placed in," Gant
way sometimes. Maybe next said.
year something else can be
Gant feels that the job of
Student Body President is about
worked out," Gant said.
"In the past student govern- what he expected in that it takes
ment has been called 'Mickey a lot of time and a lot of effort.
Mouse' but something has One thing that was unexpected
really been done this year," is the number of committee
Gant said. Plans for the future meetings he has to attend. On
include both finishing up some the whole though, he has found
projects and getting others 1 the job "extremely frustrating
'and extremely satisfying."
started.
Included in these projects are
In an everage week Gant
a permanent speakers plat- spends at least 15 hours in his
form; a listing of every office besides the work done at
available parking space home. He also attends at least
surrounding the University; a three to four regular committee
lobbying group in Charleston, meeetngs besides special ones.
though Gant said the effectiveness of this was not yet

MU novice debators post
even first semester season
Novice debaters have compiled a total of 32 wins, and 32
losses at the end of first
semester competition.
Team one totaled Tl wins and
21 losses, for a total of 56 per
cent wins. Team two, however,
ended the first half of the
debating season with five wins
and 11 losses, which is recorded
as winning 31 per cent of their
debates.
In individual events tournaments this semester, six
speaker's
trophies
were
brought back to Marshall after
four tournaments.
Jessie Cook, Huntington
freshman, a member of team
ooe, brought back a third place
trophy from Morris Harvey for
her deb:iting skill in that
tournament, and Bruce Tucker,

South Point Ohio, freshman,
returned from competition at
Marietta College, debating
there. The debate team, as a
whole, also brought to MU a
trophy from Marietta College.
Miss Jacqueline White, instructor of speech and assistant
debate coach, commented that
novice debaters showed much
potential at the beginning of the
semester, and "they have
developed that potential extremely well."
The next tournament will be
held at Ohio University, Athens,
Ohio, Jan. 22-23, when Steven
Hayes, Huntington sophomore,
and Mary Stout, Marietta, Ohio,
freshman, will enter a six-round
switch-sides debate tournament.

FRENCH TAVERN RESTAURANT
For those moments of quiet
celebration, make a dinner date
with us. House of good food.

1111•--open 4 to 10 p.m. Sunday 12
noon to 10 p.m. Closed Monday.
For reservations phone 429-9027
2349 Adams Ave.
On Route 60, West

I

Lead singer
wanted

I

PEGASUS
MUST BE ABLE TO PERFORM BY FEBRUARY
call 523-2648 anytime

I

Classified

Europe: $219 round trip.
Deposits are due Feb. 15
MARSHALL GROUP FLIGHT
Box 3169 Huntington 25702

TOMORROW
IS THE FIRST
DAY OF YOUR
FUTURE
COMPUTER PROGRAMMERS
HAVE a secure future, high pay, advancement, exciting wcrk and accomplishment.
IS THERE A FUTURE FOR YOU
IN 0-'ffA PROCESSING?
Call today for facts
ON
ENROLLMENT
e FREE APTITUDE TEST
e FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE
e FINANCIAL AID _ ---· _______ _
e "HAND ON"-360 COMPUTER

e LIMITED

DAY
CLASSES START
MARCH 15
CALL 529-2.496
APPROVED BY _

e VETERANS ADMINISTRATION
• VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
• M.D.T.A.
e W. VA. DEPT. OF EDUCATION

COMPUTER TRAINING
CENTER
119 6th Avenue

I
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Sports in brief
Swimmers to

take trip south

Varsity swimmers will journey to Florida over semester break
where they will meet the University of South· Florida and the
University of Miami.
Marshall's first meet will be with the University of South Florida
Tuesday, Jan. 26, at Tampa and the second will be Wednesday, Jan . .
~ against the University of Miami.
"Both are good teams. If we win we will have to be healthy and in
a good state of mind," said coach Bob Saunders.
.
Saunders and his team will leave Friday, Jan. 22, and will return
the day before second semester begins.
A house demolishing, made possible by the late Dr. Ray Hagley,
was held last spring in order to raise money for the trip.
Saunders said the team will be staying in Ft. Lauderdale and will
do most of the sight seeing following the second meet.

I_""'"""""""'"'""'"""""'"" Hoof
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But, the revealing statistic is free throws and
Marshall's Big Green cagers will try to get
free throw percentage. While the Herd hit 13 of 23
their fast-breaking machine moving again in
foul shots for a 56.5 percentage, Toledo was
Charleston,. Civic Center Saturday at 8 p.m.
converting 21 of 23 from the charity stripe, for a
when they take on the Morris Harvey Golden
70.0 free throw percentage.
·
Eagles.
The
second
half
must
be
rated
as
one
of
the
In the past two games, road losses to Western
stranger halfs of the season, as seven-foot Doug
Michigan University and Toledo University, the
Hess controlled the boards with 17 rebounds and
Herd has apparently come up with a burnt-out
Tom
Kozelko converted 10 foul shots in a row, but
clutch and has displayed an inability to put the
Marsh;lll out-scored the Rockets 34-33 for a 71-69
Marshall's swimming team may be without ~e services of '.l'o~ fast-break into !{ear.
loss.
Gardner, Cincinnati, Ohio, freshman, when 1t takes on M1am1
No doubt Stewart Way would like to see a
Tim Harman, 6-3 junior guard, did the opening
<Ohio) University and Cleveland State University Saturday afvictory like the Herd's January 6th 119-76
damage to the Herd, hitting 11 of Toledo's first 13
ternoon at Oxford, Ohio.
.
points.
Gardner, whose speciality is the butterfly event_. came down with mauling of Morris Harvey, but he is not expecting such a thing to occur.
But, Marshall had two chances to win the
mononucleosis this week and may not make the trip.
"I've been watching these two schools play one
game in the final seconds of the game but
Coach Robert Saunders said "We hope to have Gardner back by
couldn't capitalize on the opportunities.
Saturday but even.then he will be pretty weak. If he isn't ready, another in basketball since Morris Harvey was
located at Barboursville," observed Way, "and
With 16 seconds remaining in the contest Gary
then we'li shift Ralph Gardner to the butterfly event." .
.
Orsini stole a pass, but his shot from four feet
Ralph Gardner, Cincinnati, Ohio, junior, also has a virus, but 1s there have been some real barn-burners. We
anticipate that kind of game this time around."
refused to fall. Orsini then fouled Hess who hit
expected to be ready for Sa~rday's _dual m~t.
Another interesting fact is that even though
the first shot of a one and one situation, but
Miami University, a power m the M1d-Amer1can Conference, has
MU
leads
the
series
between
the
two
schools
64missed
the second free throw which came off to
had numerous MAC swimming champions in past years. Led by
19, Marshall has only been able to beat teams
Russell Lee.
Bob Perrin, Miami's strength lies in the freestyle sprint events.
coached by Rich Meckfessel six times while his.
Lee then hurled a pass down the floor to Blaine
"We'll try to counter their sprint depth with the freestyle
squad has defeated MU on five occasions.
Henry who passed to Mike D'Antoni with two
distance events, the backstroke and the breaststroke events," said
The Herd will be trying to regain the
seconds to play. But, D'Antoni had to shoot an
Saunders.
. .
momentum it had when it reeled off six wins in a
off-balance shot and it came up short and wide of
He added, "This will be our best effort against M1am1. We should row, but has since lost in two consecutive losses
the mark as the buzzer sounded.
offer better competition than last year."
to Mid-American Conference schools.
Lee was the game's high scorer with 28 points,
Tom McCoy, Delbarton sophomore, drew praise from Saunders.
However, Morris Harvey bounced back from
but
suffered through a poor shooting night in
"Tom set two diving records last weekend, and has _done ~n ex- its loss to Marshall and defeated West Virginia
hitting 10 of 30 field goal attempts and eight of 13
cellent job for us. He dove against some excellent divers m last
Conference foe Wheeling College 118-80.
free throws. Henry also had a poor night from
week's competition, and really proved himself."
The win raised the Golden Eagles' record to 8-5
the floor hitting on only four of 19 attempts for
while the Herd's ledger stands at 9-3.
nine points.
Though most people blame Wednesday
Dave. Smith turned in the best all-around
evening's 71-69 loss to Toledo on MU's poor field
performance by a Herd cager by hitting 6 of 11
goal shooting percentage, this isn't entirely true.
field goal attempts for 14 points and hauling
down 17 rebounds against an opponent who had a
Marshall Un1versity wrestlers cake on Cincinnati University at Marshall did have a bad night from the field with
six inch height advantage.
7:30 p.m. Saturday at Gullickson Hall in an effort to redeem a 34.6 field goal percentage, but Toledo had an
Lee led the Herd in rebounding witll 19 grabs.
themselves after a disappointing day at Ohio University last equally poor performance hitting on only 37.9
percent of its shots.
Hess was the game's leading rebounder with 'Zf
Saturday·
U OU
Nor can the fact that the Thundering Herd was
grabs.
Marshall placed last in a quadrangular match at O .
,
Toledo's scorjng was led by Tim Hannan with
Eastern Michigan Bowling Green and Marshall, the competing out-rebounded be blamed for the loss, for the
margin was only by one with Toledo grabbing 57
18 points, while Doug Hess and Tom Kozelko
teams, finished in that order.
scored 16 a piece.
"We lost to some real tough teams," said MU wrestling coach missed shoots to the Herd's 56 mark.
Mike Sager. He added that the teams also lost Danny Gordon,
Raleigh, N.C., junior, who suffered a dislocated shoulder in the
match.
"I feellike we learned a lot by wrestling with these guys," Sager
said. "We're limited in our ability to grow, as I've said all along this
James Kirkpatrick, Elkins statement, Kirkpatrick replied,
year, so we're not too disappointed although I think we could have junior and Chess
Club "In the past we have received
DOES y.... skutlell '•I'
done better."
YNT.Are Y• ......., wl&h
president, said Tuesday that money from the school without
As for Saturday's met, Coach Sager says he doesn't know much chess at Marshall is on the the aid of a departmental
wut Y• are .._I' A
about Cincinnati except they beat the Thundering Herd 22-12 last verge of extinction and with it, sponsor."
BUSINESS CAREER may
year. "I think it'll be real good competition for both teams this ''the winningest intercollegiate
lie yev an••·Y• coul
"The chess club has been in
weekend," he said.
be Naacy Tay._ . Slacceu
team at MU in the past decade existence since 1966," KirkSager has three changes in his line-up for this week. Greg Arch~r, oc longer."
story tr y• act aow--plck
patrick stated, "and we have
Hammond, Ind., junior, will wrestle in the 158 pound class swityour field. Aliiilles-rashion"The Chess Club no longer never run into this problem
ching with Roger Diederich, Baltimore, Md., senior, who will receives funds from the before. We have won two state
legal-melllcal-exeeatfve
wrestle in the 167 pound class and John Holtzworth, Huntington school," Kirkpatrick explained, championships since our
secretarial fa.shionsenior, usually in the 126 pound class will switch with Mike Hay, "and without funds, we cannot conception and we always finish
mercbandising-Nancy
Aberdene, Md., freshman, in the 118 pc,und class. Coach Sager also participate in tournaments and high in the standings at the
Tavlor Charm.
noted that Gene Lawson, Huntington sophomore, will take over matches with other schools." Eastern regionals. I see no
Call - Come In Or Write
Gordon's place in the heavyweight division.
"We won the State In- reason why we cannot receive
Career College
tercollegiate Chess Tournament funds when so many other
in Charleston last year," Kirk- ocganizations with less of a
Ave.
patrick commented, "and we winning tradition receive
may not even be able to defend them."
it."
Dr. Constantine W. Curris,
Fotfrteen women have been chosen for the women's inOne reason for the chess director of student programs.
tercollegiate basketball team .
club's lack of funds, according explained that the procedure for
Ret11rning team members are: Delois Morrow, Chattaroy junior; to Joseph Peters, director of receiving funds is to submit a
Bobbi Crews, Pineville senior; Jody Lambert, Kenova sophomore: finance, is that it cannot written request to Peters for a
Beverley Duckwyler, Charleston junior; Joan Sims, New England
be determined just where the hearing before a subcommittee
sophomore; Sally Leimkuhler, Haddonfield, N.J. sophomore, and club belongs. "Every unit under
of the Student Activities
Karen Pauley, Holden senior.
MU's direction has a depart- Committee.
New team members include: Marsue Burroughs, Marmet fresh- mental sponsor," Peters said.
Kirkpatrick said the club did
man; Jody Farley, Beckley freshman; Brenda Warren, St. Albans. · "I can't determine where the this "to no avail."
freshman; Marge Harcher, Monace, Pa. freshman; Majorie Sisk, chess club belongs . It doesn't
Toms River, N.J. junior, and Judy Lantz and Gloria Taylor. both seem to fit under any departHuntington freshmen.
·
ment. If it is an intercollegiate
Marshall opened its season yesterday against Morris Harvey in function, it should be under the
Charleston . MU takes on Ohio University Jan. 23 at Athens and supervision of the athletic
Eastern Kentucky on Jan. 30.
committee."
"The chess club's budget
Rebuiltrequest was rejected by the
:'\ew furnished apartments
Student Activity and Service
for second semester.
Fee committee due to the lack
525-1173
The Alumni Association is sponsoring a bus trip to the MarshallWalking
distance
of
of a sponsor, Peters explained.
Purdue basketball game Jan . 30, according to Howard B. St. Clair.
:\larshall. Call 522-.Ut:l
"The club needs to decide which
director of the Alumni Association.
from I p.m. to 5 p.m.
department it should be under
The bus will leave Gullickson Hall at 7:30 a.m. Jan. 30 and return
and seek the aid of that
Guyanclolte
to Huntington thatllight after the game. The cost per person is $17.
department,·· 'E1eters stated.
For more information contact the Alumni Association office.
In response to Peters'

Illness plagues MU swimming team

MU wrestlers will travel to OU

Chess Club loses support

BUGGED?

536 Fifth
Ph. 529-2451

Intercollegiate team is: selected

GUYAN

AUlO PARTS

APARTMENT
FOR RENT

Alumni sponsoring trip to Purdue

=•411 Richmond St.

•
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THE PARTHENON
Wednesday

Thursday

Classes
Meeting At:

Classes
Meeting At:

Classes
Meeting At:

Classes
Meeting At:

9:00 MWF

10:00 MWF

1:00 MWF

12::10 TTH

Classes
Meeting At:

Classes
Meeting At:

Classes
Meeting At:

Classes
Meeting At:

8:00 TTH

2:00 MWF

11:00 MWF

11:IHI MWF

12:30p.m.
till
2:30p.m.

Classes
Meeting At:

Classes
Meeting At:

Classes
Meeting At:

Classes
Meeting At:

11 :00 TTH

12:00 MWF

9::10 TTH

-1:IHl MWF

2:45p.m.
till
4:45 p.m.

Classes
Meeting At:

Classes
Meeting At:

Classes
Meeting At:

2:JIO TTH

3:00 MWF

:1:15 TTH

Exam Hour

8:00a.m.
till
10:00a.m.

10:15a.m.
till
12: 15 p.m.

Exam

schedule

This is the approved schedule
for the first semester of 1970-71
and should be followed for
examinations.

Nelson
(Editor's Note: Money for
institutions such as state
medical schools must be approved by the state legislature.
The first resolution will be
made in the Legislature this
session by Marshall alumnus,
State Sen. Robert R. Nelson to
initiate steps which may lead to
a medical school here.
This the final part of a threepart series examines future
plans for a medical·school for
Marshall.)
By BECKY DIAL
Feature writer

Money for such institutions as
medical schools must be appropriated by the state
legislature, meeting rtow in
Charleston.
During this session, a move
will be made that may pave the
way for serious consideration of
Marshall as site for a second
medical school in - West
Virginia.
"I intend to introduce a
resolution in the Senate this
month authorizing a study be
· made of the physician problem
in the state and the prol)lem of
retaining them," said "'newlyelected State Sen. Robert R.
Nelson, D-Cabell and Wayne
counties.
In a letter Sept. 9 to Board of
Regents president Earle T.
Andrews, Nelson asked the
board ''cause to be undertaken
a study to determine the
feasibility of establishing a
medical school at Marshall."
He stressed additional
medical facilities in the state
would "supplement" the WVU
Medical Center, not compete
with it.
"While the state medical
school is doing the best it can,
there is still a pressing need to
turn out more physicians-and
to keep them in West Virginia,"
said Nelson.
Chancellor
of
higher
education Dr. Prince B.
Woodard replied Sept. 18 and
told Nelson the board shared
with him a "deep concern over
the shortage of physicians in the
state."
According to Dr. Woodiird's
letter, discussions had then

- 'We

New Sigma .Kappa officers

Saturday

Friday

Melanie Brumfield, Hialeah, stall, York, Pa., junior; and
Fla., junior, is the newly elected Assistant Panhellenic
Rosanne
president of Sigma Kappa Re pres en ta ti ve
Wright, Huntington sophomore.
sorority.
Other officers are First VicePresident Karyn Kern, Middletown, Ohio, junior; Second
Vice-President and Pledge
Trainer
Kathy
Akers,
The Veterans Club will
Chesapeake, Ohio, junior;
Assistant Pledge Trainer sponsor a trip to the Ohio
Rhonda
Dolin,
Madison University-Marshall basketball
sophomore;
Recording game on February 3. Full price
Secretary Becky LeRose, for the trip which includes
Registrar Cindy Elliott, and round trip fare plus admission
House
President
Susan to the game is $6 per person.
The bus is tentatively
Snodgrass,
St.
Albans
scheduled to leave Gullickson
sophomores.
Corresponding Secretary Hall at 5 p.m. the afternoon of
Nancy White, Indianapolis, the game and return around
Indiana, junior; Treasurer 12:30 that night.
For details, contact Dave
Kathy Comonyak, Logan
junior; Assistant Treasurer Brooks at 429-2757 or Bob
Drexena Lawson, Delbarton Williams at 736-3571.
sophomore; Rush Chairman
Janie Callicoat, Huntington
junior;
Panhellenic
Representative Debbie Shoff-

Veterans club
sponsors trip

•

No Exam
Scheduled

Examinations for night classes
are scheduled for the last class
meeting even- if scheduled
during the study period.

VETERANS

must start now'

been going on with physicians
and medical educators in the
state and region for the "past
several months."
The Regents are now studying
financial needs of the WVU
Medical Center ''as presented
by the administration of that
institution," said Dr. Woodard,
and ''there is reason to believe
that considerable additional
resources will be needed to
maintain an adequate staff and
essential equipment for this
school.
"When the future financial
needs of the existing medical
school are assessed, the Board
of Regents will be in a position
to estimate the cost which
would be involved with the
establishment of an additional
medical facility."
Nelson explained the importance of the letter. "It does
not close the door of an additional medical facility in the
future.
"The Board's first interest is
logically in the present medical
school. Their position has
validity--we cannot embark on a
second medical school until we
have analyzed the present
medical school and its finances.
"If the Board speaks in favor
of a medical school at Marshall,
that's 90 per cent of the battle,"
Nelson said, "but this is the first
membership in the Regents and
they are conservative men--not
as visionary as we would likeand cautious of a great number
of needs.
"Members are basically
businessmen, passive and offensive,
rather
than
progressive. They're trying to
be as responsive to public needs
as possible, in their own way,
but if they recognize need, they
must transmit it to the
Legislature.
"But they will not just initiate
it. They ask 'where's the
money?' They shouldn't be
concerned with the revenue but
recognize need and recommend
proper action.
"The second part is up to us-the representatives of the
people--to enact revenue
measures. We'll enact that if
the Board "'.'._ill___jeve~op the

program of action.
"There are all kinds of ways
to provide revenue--it's just
deciding how we'll do it."
Several state lellislators are
now writing legislation to be
introduced in the session which
would finance a medical school
at Marshall by adding a second
penny to the state's soft drink
tax, according to Dr. Albert C.
Esposito, Huntington opthamologist who first proposed
the school in 1966.
Nelson said the major
problem he sees is that of
"combining the Board and
Leizislature.

"When we built the West
Virginia University Medical
Center, we didn't have money to
do it then, either. But we found
it and we've found means to.
maintain it until now it's one of
the finest medical plants in the
country.
"We don't want to undermine
WVU--we want to supplement it.
"We don't want to build a
medical school at the expense of
existing programs. We'll have
to find a way to provide the
revenue--and we can if the
Board will only recommend the
school be built."

You've probably heard a lot
about the Vega by now.
Well, we want you to forget it all.
Forget that the Vega comes in
four models: coupe, sedan, wagon
and panel truck. Forget that it gets
around 25 miles to the gallon. Forget
that even the standard sedan
comes with a 90-horsepower
overhead-cam aluminum al-

New GI
Benefits

Now Enable You To Become A

COMPUTER
PROGRAMMER
FREE OF CHARGE

DAY CLASSES START

MARCH 15th
Call today far dtlllled facts.

529-2496
COMPUTER
TRAINING CENTER
819 6th Avenue

oy engine, front disc brakes and front
bucket seats.
Forget all that and just take Vega
for a test-drive. That, all by itself,
will convince you.
Vega's tight, maneuverable. It's
downright fun.
See for yourself.
Today.

1100 WASHINGTON AVE.

